NYU Translational Research Laboratory Acknowledgment and Authorship Policies

Dear laboratory users:

According to the NYULMC policy, it is mandatory that you acknowledge the Translational Research Laboratory (TRL) at the New York University Langone Medical Center in all publications and grant applications if you are using equipment, services, expertise and data generated at the TRL. The Translational Research Laboratory is partially supported by the NYU-HHC CTSI Grant, UL1 TR000038 and the NYU Cancer Institute's Cancer Center Support Grant, P30CA016087. Please remember to acknowledge both the CTSI and NYU Langone Cancer Center grants in all publications and other forms of media. If you are using the Seahorse Metabolic Analyzer, please acknowledge grant number 1S10OD016304-01.

In addition, please consider including TRL members in the authorship when TRL members are significantly involved in developing the experimental design or contribute to the publication content. Please send us the PDF of your publications and let us know if a grant is awarded. This will enable us to track and demonstrate our involvement in the collaborative research at NYU and in the greater research community, so we may continue to obtain funding for this service.

The TRL remains committed to the highest level of standards to meet your service and research expectations. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Debra Morrison, Ph.D.
Director, Translational Research Laboratory

Please sign to acknowledge that you have read and understand the above policy and return to Debra Morrison in MSB Room 367, or e-mail to DARTTRL@nyumc.org.
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